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INTERPRETIVE SUMMARY
Using a hand-held radiometer with bandpass characteristics
similar to those on present LANDSAT satellites, spectral reflectance
measurements of Produra wheat fields were made at 13 different times
of the day at Phoenix, Arizona. The slain objective was to determine
the effect of changing sun angles on the reflectance properties of
canopies in various phenological stages and with different levels of
green leaf area index (M AI). Results indicated that diurnal
changes in each of the four LANDSAT wavebands and several !radices
derived from then are related to canopy architecture, percent cover
and vertical distribution of green leaves within the canopy. An
analysis using our data showed that substantial errors could be
introduced into the estimate of GLAI from spectral observations if
the diurnal patterns of reflectance caused by changing sun angles are
not properly accounted for.
1I. MRONCTION
Recent developments in hand-held radiometry [lj have paved the
way for the rapid collection of broad waveband spectral data over
experimental agricultural plots. Such data are essential to develop
and understand the relationships between spectral and agronomic data,
such as leaf area index (LAI), biomass and yield. In turn, these
relationships should provide needed information to improve the
Interpretation of satellite data and provide inputs toward the design
of future satellite instrumentation and orbital characteristics.
Ground-based and aircraft-collected spectral data are not limited to a
specific time-of-day acquisition, as are present LANDSAT satellite
data. Instead, they are controlled by other constraints, such as
those imposed by weather, personnel and equipment availability.
Although most researchers limit data collection to several hours
before and after solar noon, the time involved for a sequence of
measurements over widely spaced fields is often substantial. The
bidirectional reflectance properties of plant canopies are complex
[2j and not well understood. As a result, spectral data are usually
not adjusted for diurnal or seasonal changes in sun angle; a factor
which can lead to serious errors or misinterpretation of results.
In an earlier paper 131, we presented spectral data fot wheat
plots that were hand planted to a high density within rows and
approaching a hedgerow type configuation. At the time of our obser-
vations all plants were in the a.ime phonological stage. We discussed
the complex interactions of sun angles with row orientation, geometry
and light reflectance, and concluded that changing sun angles due
to time-of-day were sufficient to obscure apparent spectral differences
which sight have been attributed to varietal characteristics * because
those results appeared to contradict earlier findings of Lefts, and
Westin 141, we decided that the effect of changing sun angles warranted
more extensive investigation under field conditions. As a consequences
the following report describes a series of hand-held spectral maesare-
cents made at 13 times during a single day over differentially water-
stressed wheat plots in three different growth stages. Our specific
objectives were three-fold: First, to document the diurnal pattern of
several widely used vegetation indices derived from several visible
and infrared wavebands; second, to determine whether an optimum time-
of-day exists for extracting agronomic information from these spectral
data; and third, to assess the relative eagnituder of errors in scene
interpretation which may arise when canopy geometry and changing wan
angle configuration, due to time of day, seasonal or latitudinal
effects, are not properly accounted for.
II. EMRIMENTAL APPROACH
Agronomic Methods
In 1978 we initiated a "serial cereal" experiment at Phoenix,
Arizona (112 W longitude, 33 N latitude). Three plots of wheat
Triticus durum Desf. var. Produra) were planted sequentially, the
first on 1 November 1978, the second on 15 December 1978 and the third
on 13 February 1979. Seeds were machine-planted in N-S oriented rows
that were 18 ca apart. Each planting was divided into four 12 x 13 s
3plots for differential irrigation purposes. Although winter rains
prevented the early initiation of differential stress on the first two
plantings, by 14 April 1979 6 the day diurnal gpectral measurements
were wade, significant water stress was evident in at least one plot
within each planting date.
The agronomic data were estimated from 5 to 6 twice-weekly
samples centered around the 14 April measurement period. Bach sample
consisted of 6 randomly chosen plants. Green leaf area index (GLAI)
was determined using an optically integrating leaf area meter. It is
defined here as a dimensionless ratio of the green leaf area (m 2) to
the surface area of the soil supporting it (u 2 ). Fraction brown was
the ratio of brown LAI to green LAI. Final yield and plant density
were determined for the spectral target areas in each plot at the rime
of narvest, 1 to 2 months later. Percent green cover was estimated by
a dot grid analysis of vertical photographs of the target areas.
Spectral Measurements
Observations were made using an Exotech Model 100 A "1ANDSAT
Groundtruth Radiometer" with 15' field-of-view lenses. The spectral
bandpasses for this radiometer are similar to those of LANDSAT
satellites, i.e., MSS4 (0.5 to 0.6 um), NES5 (0.6 to 0.7 um), MSS6
(0.7 to 0.8 w), and MSS7 (0.8 to 1.1 pa).—I/ The radiometer was
1/ LANDSAT .pectral date are expected to follow trends similar to
Exotech radiometer data, however, absolute values will undoubtedly be
different dues to calibration differences and atmospheric attenuation.
It should be pointed out that radiance data from the LANDSAT MSS7 is
quantiti:ed into 63 different levels instead of the 127 levels used in
the other three bands. Thus calculations involving digital data from
LANDSAT must be scaled appropriately before any direct comparisons
between the two data sets can be made.
4nadir oriented and hand-held about 2 m above the soil surface. It was
used in conjunction with a alcroprocessor-based portable data acquisition
system that allows simultaneous recording of measurements from each band
and subsequent direct output to a computer [S]. Data collection began by
recording four readings from a BaSO4 reflectance plate, six readings from
designated target zones within each of three wheat subplots, four
readings of the plate, six readings each from three wheat subplots, etc.,
until all twelve subplots were measured. This sequence, requiring about
six minutes to complete, was carried out at thirteen times during the
day, beginning at 0753 h and ending at 1758 h MST.
III. RESULTS
Weather and Sun Argles
Meteorological conditions on 14 April were characterized by clear
skies and relatively ?ow levels of haze throughout the day. Wind con-
ditions remained calm except during the 1538 h and 1634 h measurement
period, when light winds were sufficient to cause the leaves to move
slightly. Sun altitude changed markedly during the measurements from
22.5' at 0753 h to a maximum of 65.6' at solar noon, and then dropped
to 7.2 0 at 1758 h MST. Sun azimuth varied from 94° to 276° (Fig. 1).
Agronomic Information
Table 1 presents agronomic data for the experimental wheat plots
on the day measurements were made. The plots which have the "1"
designation, i.e., 1A, 1B, 1C, and 1D, were phonologically most
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advanced with kernel development in the milky ripe stage (6). The
green leaf area had passed its peak and was declining. Plot 13
senescenced most rapidly and most of its canopy was brown because of
insufficient water. Although the lower canopy elements in plots lA
and iD were also brown, the upper canopy, flag leaves, heads and awns
remained green and effectively obscured the soil and brown leaves from
an overhead nadir view. A slight amount of lodging was present in lA
and 1D. A maximum yield of 6010 kg/ha was recorded in 1A.
The "2" plots were planted six weeks later. Plant density was
slightly less than in the "1" plots due to different environmental
conditions during germination and emergence. By mid-April, these
plots had headed and were just past the flowering stage with kernels
partially formed. With the exception of 2A, which had some dying of
leaves due to limited amount of water, these plots were mostly green,
the leaves were oriented vertically and percent green cover was 80-90
percent. Yields from these plots ranged from 2290 to 5680 kg/ha.
Plants in the "3" plots were in stage 7 (second node formed and
the next to the last leaf just visible). A few brown leaves were
present in these canopies, but inasmuch as green cover ranged from
51 to 73 percent, substantial amounts of soil were viewed by the nadir-
looking radiometer. Plots 3C and 3D had yields less than 1000 kg/ha.
This was caused primarily by drought stress imposed after the diurnal
sequence of radiometric measurements in mid-April. Plot 3B was irri-
gated one day prior to measurements, and thus the surface soils
were wet throughout the study.
6Diurnal Changes in Crop Spectral Reflectances
a) Ratio and ND Indices: A number of indices derived from
radiometric measurements have been proposed to characterise various agro-
nomic parameters such as plant cover, leaf area index, biomass, and yield
(7]. Usually iucor, orating data from several wavebands, these indices
exploit the fact that as the density of the photosythetically active
biomass increases, there is a concomitant increase in near-infrared
reflectance and a decrease in visible reflectance. For illustration, we
have chosen two such indices that utilise band ratioing techniques which
make them relatively independent of illumination intensity and eliminate
the irradiance measurements required for the calculation of reflectances.
The ratioing of waveband radiances instead of reflectances also circum-
vents errors in irradiance estimates which are introduced by the
non-Lambertian response of B&S06 reference panels at low sun angles (8].
Figure 2 shows the ratio of radiances is MSS7 to MSSS and the
Normalised Difference parameter, 2/ ND - (MSS7 - MSS5)/(MSS7 + MSSS), as a
function of time of day for five of our experimental fields which repre-
sent a range of canopy conditions. The standard error bars show thrt
these indices change significantly during the day for each vegetated
field. They are roughly symmetrical about solar noon and attain their
lowest values at that time. We observed the greatest diurnal changes
when the green LAI was low and substantial amounts of sunlit soil
(fields 2A and 3C) or brown leaves (field in .ere viewed by the
2/ ND was originally referred to as the Vegetation Index or VI 191.
7radiometer. Note that field 2A has three times the green LAI of 13 and
although their spectral data are statistically separable at low sun
angles, they are almost identical from 1000 to 1300 h. We found the
opposite to be true for fields 1D and 3C. They are statistically
indistinguishable before 0800 h or after 1700 h, yet at midday they
remain well separated. Such examples underscore the complexities of
relating single scene multispectral data to agrononoalc variables
without preliminary knowledge of sun angles and canopy configuration.
b) Visible and Near-IR Light: The diurnal patterns illustrated
in Fig. 2 can best be exp mined by examining the interaction of inct-
dent light in the vis'bla (MSSS) and near-IR (MSS7) vavabands with
canopy architecture and the changing proportions of soil and green or
brown canopy elements. First, consider the behavior of visible light
when it strikes a canopy (Fig. 3A). We found that its reflectance3/ was
relatively uniform throughout the day for canopies with LAI a 3. The
same was true in field 33 (not shown in Fig. 2A) vhere soils were wet
from a recent irrigation. On the other hand, the vertical reflectance of
visible light from more sparse canopies was very dependent upon the
direction of insolation w d varied by a factor of 2 with a pronounced
maximum at solar noon. At low sun altitudes, with the sun azimuth at
right angles to row orientation, only the upper canopy elements were
illuminated by direct beam insolation. In most of our fields these ele-
ments were predominately green plant tissue (toads, awns, and/or upper
3/ The Lambertian response of the tlaSO4 reference panel was unknown and
thus not corrected for. Data presented by Kiss* and Kirchner (8) indi-
cate that this will result in an overestimation of target reflectance
factors at low sun altitudes.
,t
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should and did look similar from a reflectance standpoint in visible
wavelengths. However, as the scn's altitude increases, and the azimuth
angle became more parallel with the rows, progressively more and more
sunlight penetrated deeper into the canopy, striking both soil and brown
leaf targets which have a much higher re^lectance for visible light than
do green plant leaves. As a result, scene reflectance was higher at noon
In plot 18 because of the illumination of brown canopy elements beneath
the partly green flag leaves. The reflectance was higher in 2A and 3C
because varying amounts of soil and brown leaves were being illuminated.
In the dense canopies, the proportion of illuminated green plant tissue
remained essentially constant throughout the day, with the consequence
that reflectance remained rather uniform despite changing solar angles.
We found reflectance of near -IR light (MSS7) to behave quite
differently, reaching a minimum during midday. The near-IR reflectance
from the senescent vegetation in field 13 was distinctly lower, but
differences between the other canopies were iwt as clear -cut as were
those we observed in the visible wavebands. There are several explana-
tions for less diurnal change in the near-IR. The first, and most
obvious, is that there is less difference in reflectance between bare,
dry sunlit soil and green canopy in MSS7 (32 percent ve 37 percent,
respectively, at solar noon) than in MSSS (25 percent vs 2 percent).
i
Thus even though more soil was illuminated at high sun angles, the net
effect on reflectance in MSS7 was not as great. A second explanation
involves the transmittance properties of green leaves. Although they
are relati slf opaque to visible light, they are considerably less so
i
as many as eight leaf layers before complete attenuation (and hence maxi
-smm reflectance) occurs. Thus, at low sun angles, incident light in MSS7
Is intercepted by the saws number of leaves in low as well as high MAI
situations; and since reflectance is always near sexism, the near-IA
does not permit discrimination between the two canopy conditions.
However, during midday, maximum near-IR reflectance occurs in fields
wherein the intercepted density of leaves in the path of incoming light
approaches eight layers, a situation which occurs only under very high
groan biomass conditions.
c) Other Vegetation Indices: Other types of spectral vegata-
Lion indices, such as the Green Vegetation Index (M), Soil
Brightness Index (SBI), and Perpendicular Vegetation Index (PVI) are
linear -zombinations of two or more wavebands. In order to make these
indices more comparable between days, seasons, or latitudes, the
radiometric data must be expressed as reflectances or converted by
some other normalization procedure so that their absolute values are
not proportional to the levels of illumination. If irraliances are
not measured directly, as is often the case with satellite and
aircraft measurements, they moat be estimated by invoking a regular
season/tins/latitude dependent cosine response function, or by
measuring the spectral response of a known relatively unchanging target
and then normalizing all unknown targets to that observation. It is
important to recognize that these "sun angle corrections" will not remove
the diurnal changes we report here, since they do not correct for the
i
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non-Lanbertian reflectance of light from a canopy. Indeed, when we con-
verted tarSet radiances tr refleetances and calculated M and $31 wing
published empirical coefficients and PVI wing a soil background line
derived for our soil, we found these t! • ee indices also changed siSnifi-
eantly with time-of-day.
Correlations With 0L AI
Mumerous studies have documented correlations between rpectral indi-
cos and various agronomic characteristics, particularly those related to
the canopy's photosynthetically active biomass. Little attention has
been given to the influence that am angles have on these relationsktps.
Our data provided a means to test whether certain times were batter than
others for monitoring canopy conditions. Using simple linear
regressions, we tested whether spectral radiances could be used to pre-
dict green leaf area index of all 12 wheat plots at thirteen different
times of the day. An exaa!<nation of the residuals associated with each
regression indicated that linear so4als provided an acceptable
characterization of the relation.
s) Individual Ravebands: The coefficients of determination,
which iudicate the amount of variation in GLAI accounted for by a
particular waveband are shown as a function of time of day in Fig. 4A.
We found that radiances in both M584 and MSSS accounted for more than
60 percent of the total variability in M AI regardless of tine of day
(Pig. 4A). Furthermore, our data show that MSS6 has relatively little
Information about the photosynthetically active biomass in a canopy,
since its coefficient of determination remained lower than 0.20 for all
but one time period. Although the 0933 h radiances in the second near-IA
^. t
waveband explained more of the variability in GLAI than the visible
radiances, its overall performance was lower. It was particularly
degraded before that time and after 1400 h, implying that radiance in
this waveband cannot discriminate different GLAI at low sun angles.
b) Vegetation Indices: Transforming the spectral data into com-
monly used vegetation indices improved their ability to predict GLAI
(Fig. 4B). Both the ratio of MSS7/MSS5 and ND consistently accounted
for more variability in GLAI than did any of the wavebands taken
separately. In addition, there does not appear to be any one time-of-
day which is best for inferring GLAI. The ratio and ND also remained
superior to PVI calculated from either radiances or reflectances. In
fact, prior to 0930 or after 1400, PVI did not appear to be very
responsive to GLAI at all. We suspect that this was due to the rela-
tive importance of MSS7 in determining the value of PVI and the fact
that there is a serious reduction in green canopy information content
of that band at low sun &-glee.
c) Temporal Changes in Correlations: Although a relatively good
correlation exists between the MSS7/MSS5 ratio and ND, and GLAI
throughout the day, the nature of the relation changes significantly with
time. To illustrate this point, we show these indices vs GLAI for the
solar noon and 1800 h observations in Fig. 5. These two sets of data
bound the extremes in sun altitude and azimuth which we observed during
our study. Data collected at other time periods were intermediate in
nature. Our data set is unique in that _'.t encompasses plants in dif-
ferent stages of growth and senescence conditions as well as different
levals of plb.t water status, yet the standard error of the estimate of
12
GLAI remained at approximately 0.5 units regardless of the time of day.
This is an acceptable error level since the field measurement of GLAI
Itself, wing an optical planimeter, has approximately the same degree of
precision associated with it. The slope of the ratio vs GLAI remained
constant throughout the day while the intercept approached a maximum at
solar noon. As L consequence, a predictive equation based on empirical
data collected for one set of sun angle.: will not be able to predict GLAI
well unless the spectral data are taken under similar am angle con-
ditions and unless row configuration remains approximately the same.
Both the slope and intercept of ND vs GLAI changed with time but the
relationships appeared to pivot about the higher LAI values. This
implies that under relatively high LAI conditions the value of ND will be
similar regardless of time of day.
Potential Errors in GLAI Prediction
The final step in our analysis concerned the determination of how
much error could be introduced in the estimation of GLAI from use of
these spectral indices if an empirical relationship were derived from
measurements at solar noon and then applied to spectral data collected at
other times. To perform this error analysis, we first calculated an
expected spectral vegetation index for GLAI - 1 thru 4 using the spectfic
relationship between GLAI and the observed ratio 7/5 and ND at each time.
Then we used that expected index value to calculate CLAI using the solar
noon relationship. Figure 6 shove the percent error from the true GLAI
which occurred when we used spectral data collected at different times of
the day. Note that substantial errors are introduced for time periods
extending several hours on either side of solar noon, a time period
generally considered "safe" far data collection. Errors introducea at
the ties of IANMAT overpass are also significant. Our results show that
If the ratio 7/3 data collected at solar noon are used to generate a
model for the prediction of GLAI from LANDSAT data (atmospheric atten-
uation problems aside), it will overpredict GLAI by 23 percent to 35
percent (Fit. 6A). Earlier in the day the problem becomes even more
acute. For example, if the 0400 ratio data were used, we would predict a
GLAI of almost six for a field where it actuall y
 was 4.
In general, the percent errors are greater for low GLAI situations
and become more tolerable as GLAI approaches higher values. This was
particularly evident when we performed the sass type of analysis with
ND and found that errors remained less than 10 percent for a GLAI i
regardless of the time of day. This was evident in Fig. 3E and SO
where values of the normaliaed differencs in plots 1D and 2D remained
fairly constant at 0.9 throughout the day. The exact reason for the
difference in information content of the ratio of NSSf to NSSS and the
Normalised Difference is unclear at this point.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RaCONNENDATIONS
Although our conclusions say be specific to the bright soil and
north-south row orientation used in this experiment, we have shown that
the diurnal changes in sun altitude and azimuth angles affect visible and
near-IR reflectance measurements of a wheat canopy in a complex manner.
Thia is due to the interaction of the specular component of irradiance
with crop geometry, soil, and both green and brown plant tissues. At
solar noon, more direct boas sunlight penetrates to the ground in a wheat
canopy with N-S oriented rows than at ether times of the day, causing
14
maximum reflectance in visible wavebands and minimus near-IR reflectance.
As a consequence, several vegetation indices calculated from radiances in
these wavebands attained minimum values at that time. Earlier and later
in the day values of these indices were significantly higher which could
lead to a serious misinterpretation of canopy conditions if illumination
angles and crop geometry are not properly accounted for.
Our findings suggest that the remote detection of low green biomass
levels will be enhanced if spectral measurements are made under low sun
angle conditions. Also, the ability to differentiate between very high
green biomass situations will be facilitated by a high sun altitude and a
sun azimuth parallel with row orientation. Finally, seasonal and latitu-
dinal ranges of sun position might impose limitations on the use of re-
motely sensed spectral data for assessment of dense vegetation conditions
in some locations.
Researchers moat employ caution when extrapolating empirical
relations derived under specific sun angle and row orientation conditions
to other latitudes, seasons and times-of-day. Poor correlations between
instantaneously acquired satellite spectra and "ground truth" collected
over a span of several hours may be a result of rapid diurnal changes we
observed in spectral reflectances. Likewise, we believe that some
apparent differences or similarities between crops could conceivably
result from a systematic bias in spectral data caused by a regular
measurement sequence in which one target was consistently viewed under a
different set of sun angles.
Much information is contained in the diurnal course of canopy
spectral reflectance and it should be more thoroughly investigated
15
to exploit its potential. The remote sensing community has extracted
a great deal of information from our present sunsynchronous LANDSATs.
However, we may find that seasonal and latitudinal variation in the
sun's relative position could place an upper limit on tte amount of
useful agricultural information which can be extracted from those
vehicles. It is likely that the agricultural community would derive
more benefit from geostationary satellite platforms capable of
monitoring MSS or Thematic Mapper wavebands on a more continuous basis.
The irradiance levels and target radiance data for each time period
are available in tabular form as an appendix in the AgRISTAR'S version of
this report.
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1. Sun altitude (degrees above the horizon) and azimuth (degrees
clockwise from north) angles for Phoenix, Arizona, on 14 April 1979.
2. Diurnal changes in two vegetation indices derived from spectral
radiances in MSSS and MSS7 for five selected Produra wheat fields
on 14 April 1979 at Phoenix, Arizona. Vertical bars define +1
standard error. Green LAI is shown in parenthesis.
2a. Radiance ratio of MSS 7 to MSSS.
2b. Radiance normalized difference parameter.
3. Reflectance in MSSS and MSS7 for selected Produra wheat fields as
a function of time of day. Vertical bars on figure 3A represent
+1 SE. They have been omitted on 3B to reduce clutter.
4. Coefficients of determination calculated for the relationship
between green LAI of 12 experimental fields and the radiances
measured in each waveband (4a), and four indices calculated from
them (4b).
S. The relationships between green LAI and two vegetation indices
calculated from spectral data in MSSS and MS87 for two times of
the day when sun angles were at extremes.
6. Percent error in green TAI when the relation between spectral
indices and GLAI at solar noon was used with spectral indices
observed at other times of the day.
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APPENDIX
The following section documents the radiance (Wm 2)
measured in each experimental field. The abbrevia-
tion "CL" refers to 95% confidence limits (1.96 *
standard error of 6 observations). The measurement
sequence was different than the order presented in
the tables: it was STANDARD, 1A, 2A, 3A, STANDARD,
1B, 2B, 3B, STANDARD, 1C, 2C, 3C, STANDARD, 1D,
2D, 3D, STANDARD. The 4 lines of irradiance data
shown in the tables were calculated from the mean
radiance measured over the 0.6 x 0.6 m painted BaSO4
reflectance standard at the beginning and end of each
set of 3 consecutive plots. Thus the first line of
irradiance values can be used to calculate reflec-
tances in the "A" plot; the second for the "B" plots
and so forth.
'r% a FR T. 04 L._ k-. IF FRF.. o=r 1....
P'F•G"l'14Ak... !RArf J	 RF:Z0TlLJF°A WHF A-r
PRODURA WHEAT
D I LIRNAL RLIN DAY 79104	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TIME. 753	 14 APR 79
BAND4 BANDS RAND6 BAND7
PLOT (0.5-0.6) (0.6-0.7) (.0.7-0.8) (0.8-1. 1)
RAD	 Cl.. RAD	 Cl.. RAD	 CI.. RAP	 Cl..
JA 1.32
	 0. 17 1.91	 0. 13 10.60	 0.85 21.97	 2.63
18 1.63
	
0. 13 2. 22	 0. 16 9. 15	 0. 435 18.49	 0.92
IC, 1.37	 0.34 1. 58	 0.41 9.29	 7.28 17.94	 4.61
ID 1.41	 0. 2 a 1.47	 0. 12 12.22	 3. 13 24.89	 5.70
2A 1.54	 0. 13 1.76	 0.21 10.49	 0.82 20.66
	
2. 11
2B 1. 12	 0.27 1. 15
	
0.33 l0. 14	 1.66 20.70	 3.01
2C 1.04	 0. 12 1.09	 0. 16 10.68
	
0.64 22.63	 1.51
2D 1.02	 0. 13 0.97	 0.18 10.57	 1.43 21.93	 3.25
3A 2. 15	 0.36 2.48	 0.52 12.49	 2.58 23.81	 4.82
3B 1.60	 0. 29 1.50	 0.30 11.84	 1.98 22.69	 3.59
3C 1.54	 0.08 1.48	 0. 10 12. 14	 0.78 22.88	 1.69
3D 1.86	 0.24 1.97	 0.37 12.79	 1.40 24.18	 2.88
TIME ---------------- IRRADIANCF FROM--------------
-----------BARIUM SULFATE STANDARD-----------
750 40.68 49.91 40.82 53.88
41.37 30.68 41.56 54.84
41.84 51.04 43.70 55.09
42.75 52. 12 42. 59 56.21
757
RADIANCES IN WATTS / M"-2
OPFRATORS -*- P..JP
INCOMING SOLAR RADIATION - 328.96 WATTS / M^2
SUN ALTITUDE ANf_+I_F.. - 22. 5 DEGREES
SUN AZIMUTH ANGLE - 93. 9 DEGRF..FS
1 OF DIURNAL RUN - NO RECORDER PROBLEMS
EXCFI. LF..NT SKY CONDITIONS - VFRY C:n0n VISIBILITY
OVFRALL. DATA QUALITY -**- EXCELLENT
ACTUAL. DATA FILE - SC50279104
SUN - DIRECT REAM ONORSCURF_.D
HA7F.. - NONF
CL.00DS - NONF
C'L.00D COVER ( TENTHS) - 0
141NDSPFF.D - SLIGHT RRFF..ZF	 -***-	 DIRECTION - 90
PREC	 j'AT I ON - O	 -***-	 DEW - NONE.
IRRYP#- TON - ^.P
DATE.. OF THIS PRINTOUT 1.6 JUN 1982 - PJP
US WATER CONSFRVATION LAB, OSDA, An, PHX AZ
1
t,
'tir-. MK T AL.. ("-IG-.. REAL..
S Fl, F:Fr. FkAL.. RAi- T AIVI.-R 4-% -- Fm'M 0T. 10R'A WM-IRAT
PROnURA WHFAT	
oftjr AL PAGE 19DIURNAL RUN DAY 79104 OF P0^ Q
TIME 847
	
14 APR 79
BAND4 RANDS BAND6 BAND?
PLOT (0.5-0.6) (0,6-0.7) ( 0. 7-0.8) (0.8-1.1)
RAD	 Ci- RAD	 CL RAD	 Cl.. RAD	 Cl..
IA 2.08	 0.31 2.4 3 	0.24 17.25	 2.10 36. 07	 3.82
i R 2.67	 0.46 3.77	 0.47 14.31	 1.62 28.83	 1.89
1 C 2.04	 0.36 2. 45	 0. 45 I.A. 95	 3.10 28.21	 6.05
ID 1.83	 0.23 2.04	 0. 14 16.97	 3.05 35.47	 6. 14
2A 2.76	 0.23 3.53	 0.44 16.38	 0.87 31.73	 2.38
2B 2: 12	 0.27 2. 16	 0.28 16.17	 1.85 32.9'5	 3.32
2C 1. 61	 0. 18 1.63	 0.20 16.77	 1.55 35.89	 3. 19
2D 1.60	 0.31 1.55	 0.31 17.80	 1.48 37.21	 3.21
3A 3.82	 0.60 5.08	 1. 16 17.59	 2.22 32.03	 4.23
3B 2.78	 0.51 2.96	 0.96 18.08	 1.48 34.60	 2.67
3C 2.70	 0. 19 2.82	 0.24 18.82	 0.99 36.36	 2.36
311 3.25	 0.40 3.80	 0.63 18.83	 1.57 35.55	 3. 11
TIME ----------------IRRADIANCE FROM--------------
-----------BARIUM SULFATE STANDARD-----------
844 66.50 80.40 64.39 84.92
66.58 80.46 63.97 84.24
66.71 80.50 63. 75 83.61
67. 31 81.25 64.30 84.37
851
RADIANCFS IN WATTS / M^2
OPFRATORS -*- PJP
INCOMING  SOLAR RADIATION - 1.537.073 WATTS /' M^2
SUN ALT I TUDF.. ANGLE - 33.7  DE GRF. ES
SUN AZIMUTH ANGLE - 102.2 DFORF..F..S
2 OF DIURNAL RUN
SO FAR SO GOOD
0VF.RA1. L T1ATA QUALITY -**- EXCELLENT
ACTUAL nATA FILE - SC50379104
SIGN - DIRFCT RFAM ONOBSCURED
HAZF - NONE.
CLOUDS - NONF
CLOUT) GOVFR (TENTHS) - 0
W I NnSPF. .Fn - SL 16HT RRFF.. Z F.. 	 -***-	 D I RF.CT I ON - 90
PRFCIPITATION - 0	 -***-	 DFW - NONF
IRRIGATION - 3R
2
DATE. OF THIS PRINTOUT 16 JUN 1982 - PJP
ORIGINAL PAGE iS
OF POOR QUALM
!SF:R t AI.... (~I=RFrAI...
Pl r"TFr^r1... R >i"^ I .^r.rr	 -- PROMLJRO=^ WI-41FA-V
PRODURA WHEAT
DIURNAL RUN DAY 79104
TIME 933
	 14 APR 7.9
3
PLOT
92.9
937
BAND4 BANDS BAND6 BAND7
(0.5-0.6) (0.6-0.7) (0.7-0.8) (0.8-1. 1)
RAP	 cL RAD	 CI.. RAD	 CL RAP	 CL
2.82	 0.31 2.98	 0. 18 22.47	 2. 11 46.50	 3.6,6
3.65	 0.29 5.35	 0.35 17.42	 1.41 34.64	 2.96
2.89	 0.52 3.49	 0.53 17.57	 2.87 34.65	 5.47
2.52.	 0.42 2.75	 0.35 22.78	 4.67 47. 17	 9.53
3.93	 0.40 5.44	 0.73 20.21	 1.55 39.59	 3.29
2.80	 0.27 2.90	 0.30 21. 16	 2.55 43.26	 4.53
2.17	 0. 13 ' 2. 15	 0. 13 21. 1!	 0.89 44.89	 2.27
2. 19	 0.27 2.09	 0.32 22.71	 1.73 47.36	 4.31
5.46	 0.89 7.30	 1.72 22.61	 1.95 41. 12	 4.53
3. 17	 0.43 3.33	 0.64 20.00	 1.82 37.94	 3.15
3.76	 0.36 4. 17	 0.41 22.66	 1.25 42.67	 7.45
4.58	 0.48 5.83	 0.86 22.22	 1.01 41. 13	 2.16
----------------IRRADIANCE FROM--------------
-----------BARIUM SULFATE STANDARD-------__--
86. 12 203.22 81.49 107.58
85.69 103.24 80. 95 107.04
86.23 103.81 at. 51 107.69
87.30 104.94 82.63 109.37
1A
iB
1C
in
7A
2.B
2C
2D
3A
3B
3C
3D
TIME
RADIANCES IN WATTS / M^2
OPERATORS -*- PJP
INCOMING SOLAR RADIATION - 670.705 WATTS / M^2
• SUN ALTITUDE ANGLE - 42. 9 DEGREES
SUN AZIMUTH ANGLE - 110.7 DEGREES
'3 OF DIURNAL  RON
SO FAR SO GOOD
OVFRAIJ.. DATA QUALITY -**- EXCELLENT
ACTUAI . DATA FILE  - SC50479104
SUN - DIRECT REAM UNOBSCURED
HAZE - NONF
CLOOnS - NONE
rl-OUD COVER ( TENTHS) - 0
W I NDcPFFD - SLIGHT RRF..F..7 F 	 -***-	 DIRECTION - 90
PRECIPITATION - 0	 DEW - NONE
7 RR T CHAT I ON - 3R .
a
	
	 DATE. OF THIS PRINTOUT ; 6 JUN 1982 - PJP
US WATFR CONSFRVAT I ON LAR, USDA. ARS. PHX AZ
,F^'F.	 TRA! ,_ IR C=^Ia T Ah1
	
5^	 -- F• RK:A1.:^4J mA WHAT
PRODURA WHF..AT
DIURNAI., RUN DAY 79104 Comm PN: a Ig
OF POOR QUALMTIME 1018 14 APR 79
EIAND4 BAND3 BAND6 BAND?
PLOT (0.5-0.6) (0.6-0.7) (0.7-0.8) (0. 8-1. 1)
RAD	 CI- RAD	 CL. RAI)	 Cl.. RAD	 CL
IA 3.34	 0.21 3.45	 0.20 26.41	 1.79 54.69	 2.92
1 R 4.56	 0.50 6.87.	 0.68 20.32	 1.94 39.74	 2.71
1 C 3.59	 0.42 4.36	 0.52 19.86	 2.92 36.79	 6.80
ID 2.72	 0.21 2.96	 0.29 24.27	 3. " 51.26	 7.72
2A 5.20	 0.50 7. 48
	
0. 95 24.03	 1.20 46.40	 2.80
2B 3.53	 0.60 3. 83	 0.70 24.30	 3. 03 49.57	 5.78
2C 2.82	 0.15 2.96	 0.14 23.99	 2.44 31.05	 5.43
21) 2.81	 0.37 2.71	 0.46 26. 659	 2.28 55. 13	 5.02
3A 7.21	 1.42 10.31
	
2.81 26.31
	
0.94 47.54	 3.34
3B 3. 99	 0. 4.6 4. 33	 0. 78 ?.2. R2	 1.62 43.49	 3.36
3C 5.315	 0.80 6.40	 0.65 76-62	 1.27 49. 80	 2.53
3D 6. 12	 0.63 8. 12	 1.26 26.08	 0.96 47.89	 1.80
TIME ----------------IRRADIANCE FROM--------------
' -----------BARIUM SLIL.FATE STANDARD-----------
1015 104.62 128.89 10J.72 129.92
105. 12 126.29 102. 30 130.66
104.97 126.22 98.76 133.43
105.84 127.25 99.64 134.67
1022
4
RADIANCES IN WATTS / M^2
OPERATORS -*- PJP
I NCOM I NO SOL.AR RADIATION - 796. 327 WATTS / M''2
SLIN AI_T I TUDE AN13L.F - 4,51. 3  DEGREES
SLIN AZIMUTH ANGL . F - 121. 4 DF.ORFF..S
4 OF DIURNAL. RUN
SO FAR SO GOOD
OVFRAI . L. DATA QUAL.ITY	 EXCEL .L.ENT
ACTUAL. DATA FIL.F - SC50579104
SLIN- DIRFCT PFAM UNOBSCURFD
HAZE - NONF
CL O(MS - NONF
CL.0tin COVER ( TENTHS) - 0
W I NDSPFFTI - SI_ I0HT RRF. .FZF..	 DIRECTION - 90
PRF,CTPITATION - 0	 -**-	 DEW - NONE
IRRIPATION - 3R
DATE OF THIS 'PRINTOUT 16 JUN 198 - PJP
IBS WATFR CONSF.RVAT I ON L.AR, USDA, ARS, PHX AZ
DAY 79104
PRODURA WHEAT
D I URNAL. RUN MNAL P^Gz- iSOF POOR QUAUTY
^EFi' t A1.... C^-FFF.. AI...
SFWO-rRAL. ' RAD x ANC.F	 I^Ft1^I7^R..aFeA WHFA"^
	 S
,f
TIME 1104
	
14 APR 79
h
^	 ^1PAND4 AA,yD5 AANiD6 BAND7
PLOT (0. 5-0. 6) (0. 6-0. 7) (0.7-0.8) (0.8-1. 1)
RAD	 Cl.. RAD.
	
Cl.. RAD	 CL. RAD	 CI..
IA 3.75	 0.24 4.21	 0. 18 28.75	 2.28 60.29	 4.15
1 B 5.34	 0.71 8.47	 1. 24 22-29	 1.77 44.78	 3.81
1C 4.54	 0.76 5.83	 0.69 22. 95	 3.69 44.63	 6.187
1 D 3. 18	 0. 18 3. 43	 0.34 25. 50	 4.37 56.50	 6.20
2A 6.55	 0.71 9.194	 1.32 26. 98	 0.92 50.97	 1.97
22 4.28	 0.48 4.99	 0.53 26.41	 ?. 13 54.42	 4.41
2C 3.68	 0.38 3.97	 0.58 28.35	 1.53 59.26	 3.23
?.D 3.21
	
0.36 3.29	 0.42 29.51	 1.94 61.90	 3.77
3A 8.27	 1.69 11.:6	 2.58 28.5	 1.35 50.94	 2.20
3B 4.57	 0.51 5.11	 0.80 24.66	 1.36 47.05	 2.41
3C 6.27	 0.:53 7.74	 0.92 28.91	 3.08 53. !x>	 2. 12
3D 7.96	 0.73 10.89	 1. 38 29.78	 0.76 53.47	 1.47
TIME ----	 ---------IRRADIANCE: FROM--------------
-----------BARIUM SULFATE £TANDAPD-----------
1101 119.14 142.96 111.81 147.00
119.05 142.83 111. 71 147.16
319.45 143. 11 112.09 147.63
139.135 143. 10 111.71 147.50
1107
RADIANCESCES I N WATTS / M^2
OPERATORS -*- PJP
INCOMING SOLAR RADIATION - 858.407 WATTS / M^2
SUN ALTITUDE ANOLF	 `;9. 8 DEGREES
SUN AZIMUTH AN[i1..F - 136.4 DEGREES
5 OF D I URNAL RLIN
SKY CONDITIONS REMAIN F XCF..L.LENT - SO FAR SO 0001)
OVERALL DATA QUA!..ITY -**- EXCELLENT
ACTUAL DATA FILE - SC50679104
SUN - D I RFCT RF..AM UINOSSCURFD
HAZE - NnNF
CI..CNlDG - NONE.
CLCN.)11 COVER ( TENTHS) - 0
W I NDSP. 'Fn - SL I OHT FIRFF.. 7. F..	 -***-	 DIRECTION - 90
PRECIPITATION - 0	 DEW - NONE
IRRI GATION - 38
DATE OF THIS PRINTOUT 16 %AJN 1982 - P.1P
US WATER CONSERVATION LAP, l/SnA, ARS, PHX AZ
5F:E`F; Ti A t_ F_!macF02's1...
i=^F C^ -rRAI... R Ar-f T AF,4r:OF -	 - F=o RL-)lI"rL.lF::;. WF#F•i4T 6
PRODURA WHF..AT
DIURNAL RUN DAY 79104 ORIGINAL P: CZ IZ
OF POOR QUALITY =
TIME 1153 14 APR 79
RAND4 BANDS RAND6 RAND7
PLOT (0.5-0.6) (0.6-0.7) (0.7-0.8) (0.8-1.1)
RAD	 CL RAD	 CI.. RAJ.)	 CL. RAD	 CI_
1 A 4. 16
	
0. 14 4. 54	 0. 20 29.96	 1.03 61. 75	 1.90
i B 4. 30
	 0.46 10.00
	 0. 68 23.63	 1. 32 45. 32	 3. 46
1 C S. 33	 0. 0153 7.07	 0.69 24.03	 2.39 45. 52	 5.61
ID 3. 27	 0.06 3. 76	 0.43 27.24	 3.40 56.92	 7.21
2A 7.85	 0.96 12. 14	 1.64 29.20	 1.20 55.20	 1.90
2R 5. 04	 0.62 5.92	 0.86 29. 32	 1.51 33,48 	 3. 54
2C 4.07
	
0.54 4.60	 0.82 29.47	 1.29 61.26
	 2.47
2D 3.53	 0.17 3.59	 0.30 295.68	 1. s9 60.71	 3.55
3A 8.84	 1.57 12.30	 2.25 30.67	 0.80 54.56
	
1.56
3B 5. 34	 0.37 6. 17	 0.69 26.41	 0.90 49.52	 2.08
3C 6.80	 0.45 9.08	 1.07 29.76	 1. 17 55.52
	
2.04
14D 9. 19	 0.45 12.71	 0.97 32.08	 0.51 56.65	 1.78
TIME ----------------IRRADIANCE. FROM--------------
-----------BARIUM SULFATE.. STANDARD-----------
1150 130.32 155. 51 121. 02 158 38
129.84 154.90 12.0. 20 157.59
129.80 154. 13 A19.68 156. 53
130.61 155.36 120.80 158.33
1157
RADIANOFS IN WATTS / M^2
OPERATORS -*- P..JF
INCOMING SOLAR RADIATION - 924.492 WATTS / M^2 '
I IN AI.. T I TUDE ANOLF.. - 64. 3 DEGREES
SUN AZ IMt.ITH ANGLE - 159. 3 DEORF_ES
6 OF D I URNAL RUN
SKY CONDITIONS RF..MA I N EXCELLENT - SO FAR SO GOOD
OVF..RAI.I.. DATA QUALITY -**- EXCELLENT
A(rTUAL DATA FILE - SC90779104
SUN - DIRECT REAM UNOBSCLtRFD
HA7F - NONE
CLOODS - NONE
CLOUD COVER ( TENTHS) - 0
WINDSPEED - SLIGHT RRF.FZF 	 -###-	 DIRECTION - 90
PRECIPITATION - o	 -* #-	 DEW - NONE:
o IRRIGATION  - ;?R
DATF C 7 THIS PRINTOUT 16 .1UN 1982 - P.JP
	 =
US WATER CONSERVATION LAR, USDA, ARS, PHX AZ.
q	 OMOINAL PAGE 13%eF T HR... 1^F= ^ FFA^.	 OF POOR QUALITY
F=* iF: F.~'TEiAV... Fz 'HM T AiVCF'! - P*F:;'r7-1T-u!__ li::!^A W"F= A"r
PRODURA WHEAT
DIURNAL RUN DAY 79104
TIME 1234	 14 APR 79
RAND4	 BANDS	 SAND6	 BAND7
	PLOT	 (0.91-0.6)	 (0. 6-0. 7)	 (0. 7-0. 8)	 (0.8-1. 1)
RAD	 CI..	 RAD	 CI..	 RAD	 CL.
	 RAD	 CL
	
1A	 4.34 0. 13	 4.77 0.24
	 30. 57 1.83
	 62.94 3.59
	
1 R	 6.71 0. 67	 10.90 1. 32	 23.87 1.55 
	 44. 89 4.28
	
iC	 5.51 0.71
	 7.63 0.80
	 22.47 3.41	 42.69 7.40
	
1 D
	 3.70 0. 37'	 4.28 0.71	 27.55 2.64
	 58.29 5. 82
	
2A	 S. 14 0.62	 12. 73 1.04	 29.29 0.70	 54.:38 2.22
	
213	 5.52 0.70	 6.75 i.. 21 	 30.31 1.33
	 60.28 3.12
	
2C:	 4.70 0.53
	 5.57 0.79	 29.98 1.29	 61•.09 2.31^
	
2D	 3.72 0.35	 3.89 0.38	 30. 58 1.50	 63.36 3.44
	
3A	 9.80 2.00	 14.19 3.83	 31. 17 0.99	 54.45 1.94
	
313	 51.36 0.32	 6.08 0.68
	 27.50 1.66
	 51.45 3.67
	
3C	 6.98 0.61
	 9.5r 1.69	 30.32 0.66	 55.95 1.68
	
3D	 9.45 0.60
	 13.21 1.48
	 32.51 0.23	 57.54 0.81
	
TIME	
----------------IRRADIANCF FROM--------------
-----------BARIUM SULFATE STANDARD-----------
	1230	 132.29	 157.64	 122.27	 160.12
1 31.86	 156.98	 121.59	 159.27
131.919	 15,7. 212	 121.63
	 159. 82
132.04	 157. 19	 121.79	 160.04
f	 1238
RADIANCES IN WATTS i M^2
OPERATORS -*- P,1P
INCOMING SOLAR RADIATION - 928.189 WAT'rS 1 M^2
SON ALT I TURF ANGLE - 65.6 DF.GRFF.S
SUN AZIMUTH ANOL.F - 183.3 DEGREES
7 OF DIURNAL RUN - NEW RECORDER BAT PACK
SKY CONDITIONS REMAIN EXCELLENT - SO FAR SO GOOD
OVERALL. DATA QUALITY -#*- EXCELLENT
ACTUAL. DATA FILE - S050879104
SlIN - DIRF_C..T RFAM UNOBSCURFD
HA7F - NONE
C I-Ok IDS - NONE
h!_i1l In C:n-VFR ( TENTHS) - 0
W I NnSPEED - SLIGHT F{RFF..-A:F..
	 DIRECTION - 90
PRFC: I P I TAT I ON - 0 
	
DFW - NONE
IRRIGATION - 3B
DATE OF THIS PRINTOUT 16 JLIN 1981 - P,.JP
US WATFH CONSERVATION L.AR, USDA, ARS, PHX AZ
fLit L F rctI... 0. 1^. F:F-FKAR...
*3!= l^^.-. -rF:	l..- RA n T A1-4C-- F=	 - F='I :;t01L-lLlRR WHlFA -r
PROnURA WHFAT
DIURNAL, RUN DAY 79104 ORIGINAL PSG` u:
OF POOR QUALITY
TIME 1331 14 APR 79
RAND4 RANDS RAND6 RAND7
PLOT (0.5-0.6) (0.6-0.7) (0.7-0.8) (0. 8-1. 1)
RAP
	
CI.. RAD	 CL RAD	 CL RAD	 CL.
IA 4.00	 0. IS 4.39	 0.23 30. 15	 1. 14 63. 33	 2.99
1 R 5.84	 0.66 9.31	 1.07 22.75	 1.90 44.47	 4.59
1C 4.87	 0.53 6.43
	
0.60 22.80	 2.61 43.38	 6. 17
ID 3. 16	 0. 18 3.51	 0. 35 26.93	 1.63 57. 59	 4.06
2A 7.22	 0.68 11. 15	 1.34 27.47	 0.86 51.69	 1.61
2B 4.77	 0.44 5.93	 0.54 28.29
	
0.55 56.98	 2.62
2C 3.99	 0.64 4.49	 0.90 28.32	 1.96 58.25
	
3.54
2D 3.25
	
0. IS 3.25
	 0.29 29.79	 1.31 62.5Z	 2.73
3A 9.02	 1.41 12.73
	
2.65 3U.27
	 0.84 53.79	 2.48
3B 5.06	 0.28 3.66
	 0.55 26.93	 1.34 50.52	 3.08
3C 6.06	 0.37 7.89	 1. 10 29. 15	 1.49 54.95	 3.25
3D S. 18	 0.55 11. 12
	 1.29 30.79	 0.63 56. 10	 2.04
TIME ----------------IRRADIANCE FROM--------------
-----------BARI UM SLII_FATE STANDARD-----------
1327 126.08 150.09 116.07 152. 71
124.01 147.79 114.49 150.58
124.06 148.09 114.79 151.53
124.56 148.54 115.31 152.30
1335
RADIANCES IN WATTS / M^2
OPERATORS -*- P.JP
INCOMING SOLAR RADIATION - 892.528 WATTS / M^2
SUN ALTITUDE ANGL.F.. - 61. 7 DECREES
SUN AZIMUTH ANGL.F.. - 214.2 DEGRF..FS
8 OF DIURNAL. RUN
SKY CONDITIONS REMAIN F..XCEL.L.FNT - SO FAR SO GOOD
OVERALL. DATA GUAL.ITY	 F..XCEL.LF..NT
ACTUAL. DATA F I L.E - SC 50979104
30N -DIRECT BEAM IJNnggCURF..D
HAZE - NONE
CLOUDS - NONF
CLOUD COVER ( TENTHS) - 0
W I NDSPEED - Sl.. I GHT RRF.F.. ZE	 -	 -	 DIRECTION - 90
PRECIPITATION - 0	 DEW - NONE
IRRIGATION - 3Ii
DATE OF THIS PRINTOUT 16 -JUN 1982 - PJP
US WATER CONSERVATION L.AB, USDA, ARS, PHX AZ
8
rOkiGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
9
PRODURA WHEAT
DI URNAL..' RUN	 DAY 79104
TIME 1436	 14 APR 79
RAND4 RAW`, RAND6 BAND7
PLOT (0. 5-0. 6) (0.6-0 7) (0.7-0.8) (0.8-1. 1)
RAD	 Cl- RAP	 CL. RAD	 Cl.. RAD	 CL
IA 3.63	 0.22 3.84	 0.21 28. 18	 1.69 57. 99	 2.57
IF 4. 69	 0. 73 6. ?7	 1.09 20.:4	 1.81 38.65	 3.98
iC 3.56	 0.39 4.82	 0.79 18.7E	 2.4E 36.39	 5.34
in 2.72	 0.24 S.. 07	 0.34 23.33	 1.94 49.36	 4.81
2A 5.210%	 0.38 7s 77	 0.61 23.90	 0.74 46. 28	 1.93
2B 3.50	 0.34 3.95	 0.36 24.59	 1.70 50. 19	 3.85
2C 3. 13	 0.39 3.36	 0.52 24.49	 2.51 50.99	 4.95
211 2.54	 4.40 '!.57	 0.41 26.24	 3.28 555. 52	 7. 15
3A 7.28	 3. 13 1 t . 00	 1.67 27. 30	 1.45 49.50	 2.74
313 4.31	 0.24 4.54	 0.45 25.49	 1.58 48.67	 3.01
3C 4.98	 0. 244 5.89	 0.67 26.84	 1.50 50.82	 3.05
3D 6.36	 :x.47 S. 12	 0.90 28.25	 1.43 52.51	 3.16
TIMF -----------------IRRADIANCE. FROM--------------
-----------BARIUM SULFATE STANDARD-----------
1433 107.81 128.73 100.33 132. 19
106.79 127.68 99.56 131.24
105.67 126.57 98.42 130.01
105. 10 1205. 75 97.99 129.36
1440
RADIANCES IN WATTS / M-`2
OPERATORS -*- Pti1P
INCOMING SOLAR RADIATION - 773.606 WATTS / M^2
SUN AL. T I TLIDE ANGLE - 51. 9 DEGREES
GUN AZIMUTH ANGLE - 237.7 DECREES
9 OF D I URNAL. RUN
SKY CONDITIONS REMAIN EXCELLENT - SO FAR SO GOOD
OVERALL. DATA QUALITY -**- EXCELLENT
ACTUAL DATA FILE - SC31079104
Sl.)N - DIRECT REAM UNORSCURFD
HA7F - NONE
CLOOnS - NONE
CLOUD COVER (TENTHS) - 0
W I NDSPFED - SL. I OHT BREEZE	 DIRECTION  - 180
PREGIrITATION - v	 - #-	 DEW - NuNF
IRRIOATTON - _S
DATE OF THIS PRINTOUT 16
US WATFR CONSERVATION LAB, USDA, ARS, PHX AZ
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
tR F F=t T A 1... 1F m F A L_ OF POOR QUALITY
10F=FC'TF;'AI.._ F^AIn I A1%1^F5^	 - F'IFtCVnIL 1	 A W FF -r
PRODURA WHEAT
PIURNAL..RUN PAY 79104
TIME 1538 14 APR 79
RAND4 PAN113 BAND6 BAND7
PLOT (0.5-0.6) (0.6-0.7) (0.7-0.8) (0.8-1. 1)
RAD	 CL RAD	 CI.. RAD	 Cl.. RAD	 Cl-
1A 2.59	 0.28 2.88	 0.41 21. 17	 1.58 44.57	 3.77)
18 3. ;34	 0.46 4.74	 0.59 13.99	 2. 12 30.97	 2.96
1 C 2. 85	 0.28 3.59	 0.78 16.92	 0.99 32.35	 2.77
ID 2. 12	 0.23 2.27	 0.24 17. 95	 1.39 37.88	 2.86
2A 3.35	 0.32 4.79	 0.41 17.79	 1.56 35.87	 2.81
2R 2.64	 0.42 2.77	 0.37 20.37	 1.88 41.71	 3.31
'	 2C 1.97	 0.21 2.05	 0.19 17.51	 2.06 37.16	 3.16
2D 1.54	 0. 18 1.43	 0.20 17.49	 1.63 37.68	 4.02
3A 5. 11	 0.76 6.58	 1.23 22.82	 1.62 42.91	 3.73
3B 3.36	 -0.31 3.32	 0.43 2J.  43	 1.40 41. 57	 2.76
3C 3.4;	 0. 11 3.81	 0.26 22.02	 1.66 42.71	 3.38
3D 4.53	 0.32 5.63	 0.57 21.92	 2.01 41.27	 3.69
TIME ----------------IRRADIANCE FROM--------------
-----------BARIUM SULFATE STANDARD-----------
1535 s i . 83 98. 13 77.32 J. 	 39
80.31 96.33 75.80 100.46
79.31 95.30 75.07 99.84
78.17 94.12 74.14 98.67
1542
RADIANCFS IN WATTS 1 M^2
OPERATORS -*- PJP
INCOMING SOLAR RAI.1 I AT I ON - 610-089 WATTS / M''2
Sl JN AL. T I TUDE ANGLE - 40. 2 DEGREES
SUN AZIMUTH ANGLE - 252.1 DF..OREF..S
10 OF P I URNAL. RUN - W I ND P I CK I NO UP
SKY CONDITIONS REMAIN EXCELLENTCEl..i. ENT - SO FAR SO GOOD
OVFRAI.I_ DATA QUALITY -*#- EXCELLENT
ACTUAL. DA7 A F I L.F.. - SC5 1.179104
SUN - DIRECT BFAM UNOBSCURFD
HA7F - NONE
CLOODS - NONE
CLOT iD COVER ( TENTHS) - 0
W I NDSPFN D - I.. I (+HT W I NII	 DIRECTION
 - 235
PRECIPITATION - 0	 DEW - NONE..
IRRTOATION - 313
DATE OF THIS PRINTOUT 16 JUN 1982 - PJP
i
( IS WATER CONSERVAT ION LAB, USDA, ARS, PHX AZ
9	 .
:= FFti I AI... CFF;ZF.. AL..
!SP'FCTRAl... F:ZATl I Al-JC F=4,::R F^'Fk0T t-IFtA W"F: AT
PRODURA WHEAT
DIURNAL RLIN DAY 79104 ORIGINAL PAGE 18
TIME 164 14 APR 79 OF POOR QUALITY
RAND4 BANDS BAND6 BAND7
PLOT (0.5-0.6) (0.6-0.7) (0.7-0.9) (0. 8-1. 1)
RAD	 Cl.. RAD	 CL RAD	 C!_ RAD	 Cl-
IA 1. 91	 0.21 2. 14	 0.35 15.40	 1.63 32.40	 3. 98
1 B 2.34	 0.25 3.24	 0.41 11.42	 1.05 22.59	 2.01
1 C 1. 6'-	 0.23 2.20	 0.51 10.03	 0.92 20.88	 1.67
in 1.48	 0.28 . 1. 60	 0. 16 12.64	 1. 85 26.69	 2.34
2A 2.31	 0.27 3.04	 0.38 13.33	 0.90 26.69	 1.84
213 1.63	 0. 16 1.67	 0.24 14.39	 1.57 29.56	 3.31
2C 1. 14	 0.20 1. 12	 0. 19 10.99	 2.00 23.78	 3.70
2D 1.21	 0. 18 1. 13	 0. 18 12.67	 1. 65 27.18	 3.32
3A 3.04	 0.43 3.65	 0.67 15-99	 2. 16 30.26	 3.86
3B 2.27	 0.29 2.22	 0.32 15.27	 1.25 29.53	 2.80
3C 2.24	 0. 15 2.41	 0. 15 15.16	 1.88 29. 11	 3.53
3D 2.82	 0.25 3.16	 0.33 15.88	 1.83 30.20	 3.63
TIME ----------------IRRADIANr..F.. FROM--------------
-----------BARIUM SULFATE STANDARD-----------
1631 55.31 67.00 53.43 70.78
54. 35 65.82 52.58 69.71
53.52 64.96 51.89 69.03
53.03 64.49 51.46 68.63
1638
11
RADIANCES IN WATTS / M^2
OPERATORS -*- PJP
I NCOM I NO SOLAR RADIATION - • 420.616 WATTS / M^2
SUN HL T I TUDE ANCI..F.. - 28. 8 DEGREES
SUN A7IMUTH ANGLE - .261.6. DECREES
11 OF DIURNAL  RUN - SLIGHTLY CALMER NOW
SKY CONDITIONS REMAIN EXCELLENT - SO FAR SO GOOD
OVERALL. DATA QUALITY -*#- EXCELLENT
ACTUAL. DATA FILE - SC51279104
SON - DIRECT BEAM LINOBSCURF_D
HA7F.. - NONE
CLOUDS - NONE
CLOUD COVER (TENTHS) - 0
WINASPFFD - LIGHT WIND	 -##-	 DIRECTION - 135
PRECIPITATION - 0 	 DEW - NONE
IRRIGATION - 3P
DATE OF THIS PRINTOUT 16 JUN 1482 - PtiIP
US WATER CONSERVATION LAR, LISDA, ARSE PHX AZ
0
ORIGINAL PAOG 19
:. +IF I A1... ^"FRI r 1.... 	 OF POnR OIJALITY
:RP'ECTF :ZAL F::;^r-*n T A CF	 - PFreJI'b1-0F1 A W!-IFAT
PRODURA WHEAT
D I LIRNAL.. RLIN	 DAY 79104
TIME 1721	 14 APR 79
RAN114 RANDS BAND+ BAND?
PLOT (0..5-0.6) (0.6-0.7) (0.7-0.8) (0.8-1. 1)
RAD	 Cl. RAD	 Cl.., RAD	 CL RAT]	 CL
1A 1.35	 0.27 1.58	 0. 36 10. 85	 1.40 22. 41	 2.93
1 B 1.45	 0.22 2. 13	 0.29 7.33	 1.23 14.53	 1. 90
1 C 1. 13	 0.28 1.46	 0.42 A. 94	 1.67 13.74	 2.78
ID 0.98	 0. 17 1. 14	 0. 13 8.57	 1.21 18.64	 2.79
2A 1.31	 0.09 1.61	 0. 17 8.22	 0. A+1 16.80	 1.89
2B 1.05	 0. 16 1.08	 0.20 8.97	 1.28 18.61	 2.70
2C 0.74	 0. 12 0.80	 0. 16 7. 15	 1.40 15.70	 2.87
2D 0.69	 0. 13 0.69	 0. 17 7.30	 1.21 16.21	 3.02
3A 1.72	 0.25 1.97	 0.32 10.09	 1.89 19.79	 4.03
3B 1.49	 0. 17 1. 47	 0. 15 10.45	 1.58 20.27	 2.63
3C 1.31	 0. 16 1.32	 0. 17 9.95	 1. 11 19.86	 2.84
3D 1.57	 0.20 1.70	 0.20 9.73	 1.52 18.93	 2.88
TIME ---------------- IRRADIANCE FROM--------------
-----------BARIUM SULFATE STANDARD-----------
1717 33. 18 40. 93 33: 69 44.90
32.05 39.56 32.. 58 43.52
31.38 38.81 31.85 42.82
30.83 38. 1.2 31. 3b 42.19
1725
RADIANCES IN WATTS / M^2
OPERATORS -*- PJP
INCOMING SOLAR RADIATION -. 256. 32.8 WATTS / M^2
SLIN ALTITUDE ANGLE - 19 DEGREES
SUN A71MUTH ANGLE - 26..8.5 DEGREES
12 OF DIURNAL  RLIN - SHADOWS WEST AREAS THIS AND EARLIERER RUN
SKY CONDITIONS REMAIN EXCELLENT - SO FAR SO GOOn
OVERALL. DATA QUALITY -**- EXCELLENT
ACTUAL. DATA FILE - SC51379104
SON- D I REC:T BEAM LINOBSCURED
HAZE - NONE
CLOUDS - NONE
CL, 001.) COMER ( TENTHS) - 0
W I NDSPFED - NONE 	 DIRECTION - 180
PRECIPITATION - 0	 DEW - NONE
IRRIGATION - 3R	 0
12
DATE. OF THIS PRINTOUT 16 JUN 1982 - PJP
LIS WATER CONSERVATION LAB, USDA, ARS, PHX AZ
lz:oF= --r R Ak- F:; MA n T AI'•l(^FE	 - F*F;!0F-1LJRA W"F. oca-" 13
PRODURA WHEAT
D I URNAL RLIN DAY 79104 	 ORIGINAL PAGE 13OF POOR QUALITY
TIME 1758	 14 APR 79
F}AND4 RANDS BAND6 PAND7
PLOT	 (0.5-0.6) (0.6-0.7) (0. 7-0. 8) (0.8-1. 1)
RAD	 CI.. RAD	 CI.. RAD	 Cl- RAD	 CI..
1A	 0.78	 0. 10 1.01	 0.22 6. 59	 0.79 14. 09	 2.07
1B	 0.79	 0.09 1. 10	 0. 14 4.09	 0.59 7.89	 0.90
_	 1 C	 0.59	 0. 17 0.72	 0.76 3.56	 1.37 6.81	 2.01
1D	 0.53	 0.09 0.62	 0.05 4.56	 0.97 9.61	 1.96
2A	 0.69	 0.07 0.82	 0. 10 4.60	 0.45 9.51	 1. 14
2B	 0.42	 0.03 0.43	 0.08 3.79	 0.47 7.96	 1.01.
.2C
	
0.35	 0. 10 0.39	 0. 10 3.62	 0.64 7.78	 1.20
2I)	 .0. 32	 0.07 0.31	 0.09 3.65	 0.'89 7.84	 1.79
_	 3A	 0.83	 0. 13 0.91	 0. 16 5.22	 1.24 10.50	 2.64
3B	 0.73	 0.06 0.72	 0.03 5.24	 0.73 10. 14	 1. 1.4
3C	 0.68	 0. 10 0.68	 0. 10 5.21	 1..03 10. 14	 2.00
3D	 0.74	 0.08 0.80	 0. 11 4.78	 0.99 9.58	 2. 17
'	 TIME
	 ----------------IRRADIANCE FRAM--------------
-----------BARIUM SULFATE STANDARD-----------
1755	 16.47 20.62 17.70 23.92
15.80 19.85 17. 13 23. 12
15.26 19.22 16.57 22.34
14.59 18-37 15.92 21.49
_	 1802
RADIANCES IN WATTS / M^2
OPERATORS -*- PJP
INCOMINS SOLAR RADIATION - 134.788 WATTS I M^2
SUN ALT I TUNE ANGLE - 	 7. 2 DEGREES
-	 SUN AZIMUTH ANGLE -
	 276:3 DFGREFS
13 OF DIURNAL RUN - SOME.. SKINNY SHADOWS FROM PDXES ONLY
'	 SKY CONDITIONS REMAIN F X CF..I. LENT - SO FAR SO GOOD
OVERALL DATA QUALITY -**- F..XCF..LLFNT
ACTUAL DATA FILE - SC51479104
SUN - DIRECT BEAM UNOBSCURED
HA7F - NONE
-	 CLOUDS - NONE
CLOUD COVER (TENTHS) -	 0
WINDSPFFD - NONE.	 -#	 - DIRECTION - 180
PRECIPITATION -	 0	 -*#- DEW - NONE
IRRITATION - 3B
DATE OF THIS PRINTOUT 16 JUN 1982
	
- PJP
US WATER CONSFRVATION LAR,	 USDA,	 ARS,
	 PHX AZ . UXoovwv
	 R ^naow^oe,we_wa+e,a
